
 

Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription Extension1 
Release Notes 

Welcome to the Autodesk® Smoke® 2015 Desktop Subscription Extension 1. 

System Requirements 

Please refer to the system requirements page for the supported hardware and software configurations. 

Software Compatibility 

Keep in mind the following information on software compatibility and limitations before installing the current 
version. 

Previous 
Version of 

Smoke 
Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription 

Projects and 
Media Library 

Read-Only. 

What you can access and how you access it depends on the version from which you are upgrading. 

 Upgrading from Smoke 2013 or later:  
o You can Convert or Convert and keep a copy your project from the Startup 

screen. Once converted, the project becomes identical to a project created in the 
current version, with access to the libraries and the clips they contain. 

o You cannot open a converted project using the original Smoke; use Convert and 
keep a copy to keep a copy that remains accessible by the original Smoke. You 
can also delete a project and its media as you would a native project, without 
having to first convert it. 

o Upgrading from a version prior to Smoke 2013:  

 You cannot open a project created in a version prior Smoke 2013. 
However, you can still access the clip libraries of those projects through 
the MediaHub, using the Projects browser. You can only delete projects 
and clip libraries from the application version that created them. 

 If the original project is on the same system: Create a project in the 
current release and then copy the clip libraries from the old project to the 
new project using the MediaHub. 

If the original project is on another system: If it has a previous version from 2007 onward installed, 
transfer the clip libraries to a project on the current system. Alternatively, you can archive the project 
from an older version and restore the archive in the latest version. See the application help for 
instructions on creating and restoring archives. 

Archives 
Read-only. 
Archives created using earlier versions of Creative Finishing applications are read-only when 
restored in Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription. That is, you can restore an older archive in the 
current version, but you cannot append material to it; you must create a new archive. 

Users Incompatible. Create a user in Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription. 

Setups Compatible. 

http://autodesk.com/smoke-systemrequirements


 

Important: Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription has limited compatibility with Flame 2015, Smoke 2015 
(perpetual license), and Flame Premium 2015 (Flame, Lustre, Flame Assist, Flare), as described in the table 
below. 

 

From: Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription 
To: Smoke 2015 (perpetual license)/ 

Flame/Flame Premium 2015 

From: Flame/Flame Premium 2015 
(and earlier) or 

Smoke 2015 (perpetual license) 
To: Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription 

Restoring an archive Impossible Possible 

Transferring clips  
(MediaHub's Projects tab) 

Impossible Possible 

Opening Projects  
(Convert or Convert and 
keep a copy) 

Impossible Possible 

 



 

Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription Extension 1 Fixed Bugs List 

Key Components Summary 

SMOK-22938 4K  Import 4K media and up will display corruption on Mac OSX 10.8.5. 

SMOK-17594 Action Action/Surface image corruption when bump normals of Hardware 
displacement map on Mac Pro 2013 using Mac OSX 10.9. 

SMOK-22643 Action Gmask: Crash when undo from gradient curve graph. 

SMOK-23837 Action Incorrect output when adjusting vertices in Deform Mesh tracking. 

SMOK-24048 Action After entering Action, 10bit and 12bit are not supported anymore in the 
application and generate crashes. 

SMOK-25440 Archive / 
Restore 

Size Estimate is not dealing correctly with gaps and preventing restore or 
wire. 

SMOK-25019 AVIO It is not possible to capture, when including Headroom. 

SMOK-26677 AVIO VTR drops when outputting sequence with Empty media using NVidia 
SDI. 

SMOK-17373 Conform Crash when application is unable to read AAF file info. 

SMOK-23283 Conform Misleading message when exporting AAFs 

SMOK-24153 Conform Crash when setting Search Location and linking media. 

SMOK-24408 Conform Crash when conforming XML with Matte Container. 

SMOK-24677 Conform Crash when setting search location on a library created from conform 
media. 

SMOK-22457 ConnectFX Modifying Motion Blur settings or exiting CFX crashes if CFX Timeline 
Result is displayed. 

SMOK-22905 ConnectFX CFX/Action: When LUT editor is applied, slip no longer works correctly. 

SMOK-22910 ConnectFX Crash when playing back imported audio in CFX. 

SMOK-23355 ConnectFX Crash showing result viewport after exploding FX in CFX. 

SMOK-23595 ConnectFX Crash when accessing Sapphire spark node in CFX. 

SMOK-24729 ConnectFX Crash when enter CFX with Flow graph and a rendered Timewarp FX. 

SMOK-25017 ConnectFX Possible CFX lost and library/project corruption after crashing the 
application. 



 

Key Components Summary 

SMOK-25354 ConnectFX Crash when Undoing and explode CFX containing a group. 

SMOK-25600 ConnectFX Crash Exploding a CFX clip that contains a Rendered Timeline FX and a 
Gap FX (Back Clip). 

SMOK-22616 Creative Tools Lens Distort: Maximum resize output is limited to input resolution. 

SMOK-23457 Creative tools Some color values are changed during rendering even though no 
parameters are modified 

SMOK-23471 Creative tools Resize : Center Crop : Filtering is applied when it should not 

SMOK-24923 Creative Tools Refresh issue when navigating over Matte Containers with Wipe 
transitions. 

SMOK-25070 Creative tools Colour bars have the wrong colour on Mac running Mac OSX 10.10. 

SMOK-22118 Creative tools  Timeline Matte container with timewarp and a partial selection can crash 
the application. 

SMOK-24441 Creative tools  16-bit float media gets clamped when timewarp is applied 

SMOK-22571 Data 
Management 

Cannot set new setup directory for new projects in 2015. 

SMOK-22825 Data 
Management 

Closing Libraries may delete material 

SMOK-23045 Data 
Management 

Crash if trying to convert a project that has been archived. 

SMOK-24604 Data 
Management 

Ratio changes after initial setup in project creation. 

SMOK-24724 Data 
Management 

Crash may occur when changing Libraries order in the Media Panel. 

SMOK-24740 Data 
Management 

CFX lost when .#workspace.003.wks_hist owner is different than 
.#workspace.003.wks 

SMOK-26349 Data 
Management 

Crash on startup on Projects containing workspace view set as list and 
"sort ascendant". 

SMOK-26637 Data 
Management 

CoDiskcacheCleanup operation takes up a lot CPU if 
/usr/discreet/cache/slates/"user" is full. May Cause application 
Slowdown. 

SMOK-22372 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Crash when applying transition with Color Picker. 



 

Key Components Summary 

SMOK-22615 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Saving to a Library shouldn't be an undoable event. Can lead to work 
being lost. 

SMOK-23176 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Crash when containing a container 

SMOK-23242 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Crash undo/redo rename of current sequence using the sequence proxy 
viewer. 

SMOK-23538 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Crash when opening container after changing tabs. 

SMOK-24488 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Cannot find 2:3 insert on play button. 

SMOK-24579 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Rogue clip causes crash when trying to cut at splices 

SMOK-24592 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Clip names lost after splices 

SMOK-25181 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Select Backward / Forward ignores Audio Fades. 

SMOK-25704 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Crash when you select a Sequence which was modified with undo while 
it was not visible. 

SMOK-22445 EPIC: IFFFS: 
Creative Tools: 
RTFX 

Crash using 2D transform on Mac Book Pro 13.2 with NVidia GeForce 
750M 2048MB. 

SMOK-23906 Media Hub Timecode offset on SonyRAW clips @ 29,97 DF / 59,94 DF. 

SMOK-24540 Media Hub No UI persistency on the Media Hub side. 

SMOK-22071 Media Import / 
Export 

Random crash when browsing QuickTime files. 

SMOK-22493 Media Import / 
Export 

Export: cannot save export presets to project location 



 

Key Components Summary 

SMOK-22769 Media Import / 
Export 

Timeline segments unexpectedly exported as black frames when using 
Timeline FX with Back Clips. 

SMOK-23231 Media Import / 
Export 

Export not working if done prior to Wiretap Gateway initialization 

SMOK-24656 Media Import / 
Export 

Destination Ratio in Pre-Processing options broken. 

SMOK-24930 Media Import / 
Export 

Crash using Background to publish OpenEXR. 

SMOK-25501 Media Panel Crash when creating CFX after collapsing library. 

SMOK-24737 MediaHub Refresh issue in the list view. 

SMOK-17351 Paint and Batch 
Paint 

Desktop Paint darkens images. 

SMOK-24670 Preferences / 
Project / User 
and Hotkey 
management 

Shortcut key for Match frame does not work on Tools tab. 

SMOK-23245 Sparks Editing Sparks with Comp On will crash the application. 

SMOK-24932 Timeline FX Crash on editing text history in timeline container. 

SMOK-22948 UI Random crash toggling to Conform Tab from Tools Tab. 

SMOK-22355 Wiretap StoneWire/Wiretap Deamons crashes on startup on a mac without 
computer name. 

 

  



 

Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription Extension 1 Known Bugs List 

Key Components Summary Workaround 

SMOK-25448 Action The far objects disappear on Working 
view in Action 3D. 

Use orbit on Working view to see 
the object. 

SMOK-25474 Action UV/vertices: tracking: move point on the 
subdivided bicubic results in a shift of 
position of the mapping. 

1- Click on the point to create the 
shift 
2- Select vertices menu 
3- Click "to UV points" 

SMOK-25873 Action Action/Surface: Rotation surface tracking 
broken for perspective type. 

  

SMOK-26112 Action Software AA softness with 3D Shape 
doesn't reflect in the render result. 

If you do following steps, you can 
get correct result until exit 
application. 
1. Enabling "Use AO" and render 
the first frame doesn't reflect the 
softness but after 2nd frames reflect 
the softness. 
2. Disabling "Use AO" and render 
You can get the correct result from 
1st frames. 

SMOK-25884 Archive / Restore Clips that fail to archive do not show 
error message in the archived column. 

 

SMOK-26301 Archive / Restore Fails during restore if missing storage 
space because of presence of Proxies in 
the Project. 

 

SMOK-26302 Archive / Restore No option to skip audio. Restore the archive clips by clip 
avoiding the "corrupted" once. But 
no solution to restore anything on 
clip (timeline) level. 

SMOK-26304 Archive / Restore Can't restore project with custom setup 
path on a second system. 

Create a project, enter the project, 
and restore the setup and media 
manually. 

SMOK-25719 Audio Audio monitoring of MP3 audio file has 
playback glitches & de-synchronization. 

  

SMOK-26677 AVIO VTR drops when outputting sequence w/ 
Empty media using NVidia SDI. 

Output your clip with an empty RTD 
template OR output your clip with 
your AJA card. 



 

Key Components Summary Workaround 

SMOK-26798 AVIO Choppy UHDTV playback in broadcast 
monitor if no audio track. 

Add an empty audio track to the 
timeline's clip. 

SMOK-25142 Backburner Network issue preventing to use web 
tools like Backburner Web monitor if a 
system in your facility has a quote (") on 
the name. 

Shutdown/rename the culprit system 
and wait 20 minutes. 

SMOK-26604 Backburner Switching backburner manager in the app 
reassigns backburner server automatically. 

  

SMOK-25391 Conform Can't set search location to current folder 
in Hierarchy view. 

Either:  
Go one level up and select the folder  
or  
Browse in Single Level view. 

SMOK-26006 Conform  Sequences of still images don't display 
any File Path by default. 

Set search location to the image 
sequence media. 

SMOK-26135 Conform Cannot link all events if sequence is 
located in the same folder as source 
media. 

When conforming a sequence from 
Media Library, make sure no 
sequences are located with the 
source clips. 

SMOK-25731 ConnectFX Connecting a Paint node to a Lens Distort 
node with a resize applied then pressing 
F4 (result) crashes the system. 

  

SMOK-25890 ConnectFX Slow ConnectFX playback on particular 
Mac configurations - 10.9.5, iMac 13,2 
NVidia GTX 680MX. 

  

SMOK-26311 ConnectFX Bypass of Colour warper is not working 
correctly when drag and dropping 
ConnectFX. 

None 

SMOK-26606 Creative Tools Gmask will lose parts of its spline in front 
view if image data is in higher float range. 

 

SMOK-26016 Creative tools  Text Timeline FX layer shifts vertically 
when rendered. 

Delete empty top line of layer. 
BFX/Batch text node does not show 
the problem. Even a saved timeline 
text fx setup that has the problem 
can be loaded and rendered in 
BFX/Batch OK (but not in timeline 
fx). 



 

Key Components Summary Workaround 

SMOK-25213 Data 
Management 

Using special characters in clip names 
makes libraries grow to big file size. 

Avoid using especial characters in 
clip names. 

SMOK-25604 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Can't group clips if a cut is selected. Make sure no cuts are selected 
when grouping clips 

SMOK-25730 Hardware and OS Performance issue when Caching Media 
Locally on Mac OSX 10.9+ 

Exiting the application and restarting 
the application will help for some 
time. 

SMOK-26683 Installation and 
Software Config  

Uninstaller does allow to uninstall 
Wiretap Gateway. 

Manually uninstall 

SMOK-26540 Media Import / 
Export 

H264 exports show up with 0byte data 
size in QuickTime Player 7 metadata, 
causing issue in 3rd party applications. 
QuickTime Player 10 is fine. 

Use QuickTime Player 10. 

SMOK-26611 Media Import / 
Export 

Doesn't read H264 QTs with "Millions +" 
in the metadata properly 

File has to be re-exported with just 
millions. 

SMOK-26578 Media Panel MediaHub refresh issue on Single Level / 
Tiles view. 

A few workarounds:  
- Use the mouse scroll button and 
scroll up.  
- Do a Scan Subdirectory on & off  
- Switch to Tile View  
- Switch to Hierarchy 

SMOK-26684 Player Saving the Desktop will change the Player 
to the Source clip 

  

SMOK-25850 Preferences / 
Project / User and 
Hotkey 
management 

Exclusive Out Marks option is ignored if 
Mark In/Out Around Selection hotkey is 
used. 

Use separately Mark In and Mark 
Out hotkeys - for flame user are "[" 
and "]". 

SMOK-26536 Preferences / 
Project / User and 
Hotkey 
management 

Incorrect behavior when using the JL 
hotkeys (forward/backward) while the 
player is set to in to out. 

  

SMOK-26799 Preferences / 
Project / User and 
Hotkey 
management 

Delete Project no longer prompts you to 
keep or delete setups. 

Archive only setups before project 
deletion. 

SMOK-25605 Timeline FX Timeline/Action/Tracker: Visual Corruption 
when entering tracker after indirect Color 
Correction in proxy mode. 

Track in full resolution instead of 
proxy resolution. 



 

Key Components Summary Workaround 

SMOK-25745 Timeline FX Expressions fail to update after copying 
Timeline FX to another segment. 

Open the expression Channel on the 
segment the FX has been copied on 
will trigger a refresh. 

 


